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I Believe Financial Success and Wealth is Possible for Anyone Who's WillingI Believe Financial Success and Wealth is Possible for Anyone Who's Willing
to Learn the Rules of the Rich...to Learn the Rules of the Rich...

You too can live the life of your dreams thanks to the new economy and the wisdom, strategies, and advice shared byYou too can live the life of your dreams thanks to the new economy and the wisdom, strategies, and advice shared by

those who have come before you.those who have come before you.

You're about to learn the Rules of the Rich!

In this life-changing book, you will discover:

How to Create Complete Financial Freedom in Just 3-5 YearsHow to Create Complete Financial Freedom in Just 3-5 Years

You don't have to wait to get rich until you're too old to enjoy spending your money.

It only takes 3-5 years using the wealth-creating strategies in this book to create a small fortune and early retirement

if that's what you want.
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How to Start a Business With Little or No Money and Create a Huge ProfitHow to Start a Business With Little or No Money and Create a Huge Profit
FastFast

Most people think you need a lot of money to start a business. No way!

Certainly, some industries require heavy capital investments upfront, like oil and gas exploration or industrial

manufacturing...

But almost any other business can be started with $1,000 or less.But almost any other business can be started with $1,000 or less.

You see, the problem is most people think you have to have money to build a product and then pay for advertising to

sell it. But that's not what savvy entrepreneurs do.But that's not what savvy entrepreneurs do.

Great entrepreneurs understand that you can pre-sell almost any product and collect the money upfront. Then, once

you have the cash you can build the product and deliver it to your customers. This is how massive companies can be

started with little or no cash.

Most Fortune 500 Companies started with very little cash at a kitchen table or in a garage (Apple, Microsoft, Whole

Foods, Mattel, and Amazon are just a few such examples).

Thanks to our new networked economy, technology, and opportunities, anyone from anywhere in the world can

start a business for less than $1,000—and turn it into a successful wealth-producing company in just a few short

years.

How to Kick Fear in the Butt and Achieve Your GoalsHow to Kick Fear in the Butt and Achieve Your Goals

Studies show over 70% of Americans "want to start their own business some day." So what's holding them back from

starting one now?

The economy?

The stock markets?

Financial uncertainty?

No!No!

These are all just excuses for the real reason people don't start a business and stick with it: fear.fear.

It's the kind of fear that makes you keep your mouth closed when you wish you could speak up and ask for what you

really want.
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It's the fear that stops you from moving forward in life.

It's the fear that keeps you from achieving the wealth and success you deserve.

There's only one thing that will conquer your fear: commitment. When you get truly committed to your own

success, nothing can stop you from achieving your goals.

Why the Old Rules of Retirement are Broken, and the New Rules That WillWhy the Old Rules of Retirement are Broken, and the New Rules That Will
Save You From Financial RuinSave You From Financial Ruin

In today's new economy, the old ideas of getting an education, getting a good job, and going to work just don't cut it

anymore. Hundreds of millions of people who followed that plan are now facing bankruptcy, poverty, and the

inability to retire at all!

Over 95% of Americans are unable to support themselves when they retire. They're reliant on Social Security, family,

and charity donations.

You can end up broke or get rich slowly—the choice is yours.

In this life-changing book, entrepreneur Tom Corson-Knowles shares his secrets to lasting business and financial

success passed down by hundreds of entrepreneurs and millionaire mentors.

About The AuthorAbout The Author

Tom Corson-Knowles is the #1 bestselling author of Destroy Your Distractions, Schedule Your Success, and Secrets
of the Six-Figure Author, among others. He is the founder of TCK Publishing, a leading traditional book publishing

company that pays authors 4-6 times more royalties than competing publishers.

Learn the Rules of the Rich today. Scroll up and grab your copy now.
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No!No!

These are all just excuses for the real reason people don't start a business and stick with it: fear.fear.

It's the kind of fear that makes you keep your mouth closed when you wish you could speak up and ask for what you

really want.

It's the fear that stops you from moving forward in life.

It's the fear that keeps you from achieving the wealth and success you deserve.

There's only one thing that will conquer your fear: commitment. When you get truly committed to your own

success, nothing can stop you from achieving your goals.
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